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ABSTRACT

Received:

Vascular tumors are predominantely superficial lesions spanning from benign
through intermediate grade to malignant neoplasm with various histological appearance
and subtypes. Deep seated vascular lesions, especially in retroperitoneum, are usually
angiosarcomas. Anastomising hemangioma is a rare benign neoplasm originally
described in urogenital organs with histological features mimicking angiosarcoma. It
was subsequently found in other sites, retroperitoneum being one of the least common.
In particular we herein report a case of anastomosing hemangioma in perirenal adipose
tissue.
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Introduction
Anastomising hemangioma is a rare benign neoplasm originally
described in urogenital organs [1]. Even if it is seldom encountered
in routine diagnostic sign out, it is important for pathologist to
know about its existence because it has quite alarming histological
features that could lead to an erroneous diagnosis of angiosarcoma.
After its original description, this neoplasm was subsequently found
in other sites, retroperitoneum being one of the least common [2],
especially without any concomitant renal lesion.
We herein report a rare case of retroperitoneal anastomosing
hemangioma.

Case Report

A 49-years old male patient came to our attention in January
2019 for the incidental finding of a 16x12 mm right peri-renal lesion
at the superior abdominal images of a chest computed tomography
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(CT) scan. The patient had a positive medical history for pulmonary
tuberculosis and asthma. He did not complain of hematuria, flank
pain or any other symptom. An abdominal contrast CT scan was
performed, which confirmed the presence of the abovementioned
lesion (Figure 1). A 5x7,8 cm hepatic hemangioma completed
the scenario. The patient also underwent a positron emission
tomography with fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG-PET) scan which
did not find an increased glucose metabolism. At the presentation
the patient had haemoglobin 16,2 g/dl, creatinine 1,3mg/dl.

The patient underwent a laparoscopic exeresis of right
peri-renal lesion with preservation of the kidney and adrenal
gland. No postoperative complications were observed. Perirenal fat tissue including the above-mentioned lesion was sent
to Anatomic Pathology Laboratory and fixed overnight in 10%
formalin. Gross examination of perirenal fat tissue revealed a
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reddish nodule measuring 16x12 mm, which was totally submitted
for histological examination, routinely processed and paraffin
embedded. Histological sections were cut at 4 micrometer
thickness and routinely stained using hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E). Immunohistochemical stains were subsequently performed
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with commercially ready for use antibodies (CD34, clone
QBEnd/10, Ventana; CD31, clone JC70, Cell Marque; FLI-1, clone
MRQ1, Cell Marque; Ki-67, clone 30-9, Ventana) on formalin fixed,
paraffin embedded sections using an automated immunostainer
(Benchmark Ultra; Ventana; USA).

Figure 1: Abdominal CT scan showing a 16x12 mm right peri-renal lesion (blue arrow) and hepatic hemangioma (red arrow).
Microscopic
examination
showed
a
circumscribed
unencapsulated vascular lesion featuring a central hypocellular and
edematous core surrounded by a more cellular area composed of
ectatic and variably anastomizing thin-walled blood vessels. They
were lined by endothelial cells sometimes with hobnail appearance
but without aypia, multilayering or mitoses. There were stromal

hyalinization and hemorrhages; occasional intravascular thrombi
could be seen. On immunohistochemistry, endothelial cells showed
expression of CD31, CD34 and FLI-1. Proliferation index evaluated
with Ki-67 was very low (Figure 2). Morphological findings were
thus consistent with an anastomosing hemangioma.

Figure 2: On microscopic examination a well-circumscribed, unencapsulated lesion was found (A: H&E, 40x). This lesion
has a central hypocellular and edematous area surrounded by a cellular area composed of anastomizing thin-walled blood
vessels lined by endothelial cells without features of malignancy (B: H&E, 200x). On immunohistochemistry, endothelial cells
showed expression of CD31 (C: CD31 immunostain, 200x). Proliferation index evaluated with Ki-67 was very low (D: Ki-67
immunostain, 200x).

Discussion
Vascular tumors can be benign, can have a locally aggressive
but rarely metastasizing behaviour (so-called intermediate-grade
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vascular tumors) or can be highly aggressive with local and distant
spread (angiosarcomas). Most of them are superficially located on
the skin and in the subcutaneous tissue but they can also develop
in deep-seated soft tissues and in internal organs. They are more
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common in children and young adults, even if some exception
occurs [3,4]. Among benign tumors a wide variety of histotypes
are described. Anastomosing hemangioma have some peculiarities:
it tends to occur in adults with a preference for deep localization
[2]. In fact, it was first described in 2009 as a peculiar vascular
lesion mimicking angiosarcoma and involving kidney and testis
[1]. A recent review [5] have collected about 60 cases renal cases,
and an approximately equal number of non-renal lesions, the most
frequent of which are the soft tissues and the bones, especially in
paraspinal locations [2].
Occurence in perirenal fat without involvement of the kidney
is very unusual. At the best of our knowledge only six cases were
previously reported exclusively in peri-renal fat [6-8] without
concomitant kidney involvement. The anastomizing structure,
the diffuse (i.e. non-lobular) pattern of growth and the hobnail
appearance of endothelial cells which can show mild atypia
may be quite alarming for the differential diagnosis with a welldifferentiated angiosarcoma, especially on small biopsies. Moreover,
the lesion frequently has some infiltrative pattern at the edge,
which can be misinterpreted as an additional sign of malignancy.
However, the absence of mitoses, multilayering, overt atypia and
extensive destructive infiltrative pattern may suggest the right
diagnosis. Moreover, the homogeneity of the lesion, without any
poorly differentiated area stands against a diagnosis of malignancy
[5].
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and microscopic features that could lead to a wrong diagnosis of
malignant vascular tumor, so pathologists and uropathologists
should be well aware of its existence.
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